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Ravian Maritime Pvt. Ltd. (RML) established in 1992, proudly
leads the industry, excelling as an FCL and LCL Consolidator,
NVOCC Representative, International Freight Forwarder and
comprehensive logistics services provider, with its
operational base strategically located in Pakistan.

As the industry has evolved and grown significantly over
time, RML has proactively aimed towards revitalizing the
inter-organizational structure and formulated a new
strategy that enhanced our shipping business, further
enabling us to maintain a competitive edge. In the year
2000, we made a strategic decision to evolve into a fully-
fledged shipping agency under the same management,
thereby upgrading our shipping license to meet the
evolving demands of the industry.

OVERVIEW



VISION AND OUTLOOK

At RML our vision is to revolutionize the global supply chain with
innovative, customer-centric solutions that enhance efficiency
and sustainability. We are dedicated to reshaping maritime
logistics by setting new industry standards in reliability and
transparency.

 Through cutting-edge technology and data-driven insights, we
aim to optimize the entire process. Our commitment extends to
building enduring client relationships rooted in trust and mutual
success.



RML specializes in offering a comprehensive suite of
logistics services, including both air and ocean freight.
This dual expertise allows us to provide you with
versatile options that best suit your unique shipping
needs.

We take pride in being the bridge that connects your
products to markets around the world, all while
offering you a tailored, cost-effective, and efficient
shipping solution. 

With RML as your dedicated shipping partner, sit back
and focus on what you do best while we take care of
your logistical needs with precision and utmost care.

 

FREIGHT FORWARDING



AGENCY REPRESENTATION

RML proudly serves as a reliable ally to our principals.
We understand that effective agency representation
demands not only reliability but also a keen awareness
of the evolving marketing dynamics within the shipping
sector.

Our formidable fleet is well-equipped with robust dry
boxes, special equipment and ISO tanks, to address a
broad spectrum of cargo requirements.



DRY BOXES AND
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

Our extensive array of dry boxes ensures the secure and
weatherproof transportation of general cargo, providing
protection against external elements throughout transit.

We excel in the handling of special equipment, which
plays a vital role in facilitating Pakistan's exports. These
specialized units allow us to accommodate oversized
cargo, contributing to the diverse range of shipping
requirements we can meet.

Our experienced team, well-versed in Pakistan's export
logistics, ensures the proper loading, unloading,
securing, and transport of these unique shipments,
offering our clients confidence in our capabilities as we
seamlessly integrate special equipment into our export
services, contributing to the success of Pakistan's
international trade.



Pakistan has established itself as a prominent
participant in the worldwide trade of ethanol exports
and food supplies. The meticulous management of
these commodities is integral to our achievements. 

Within RML, we have honed our expertise in providing
ISO Tank services, focusing on both dangerous and
non-dangerous products, while maintaining an
unwavering commitment to precision and reliability.

Our ISO tanks are meticulously cleaned and maintained
in accordance with ISO standards to ensure the purity
and integrity of the cargo they carry. Rigorous cleaning,
inspections, and certification by qualified inspectors are
standard procedures in our commitment to quality and
safety.

ISO TANKS



With 30 years of experience in transporting oversized and
heavy shipments and an unparalleled global network, RML
possesses the capacity to transport your unique cargo to
any corner of the world. Our international team of special
cargo experts possesses profound knowledge and a
comprehensive understanding of the associated
challenges, dedicated to assisting you at every stage of
the process.

Our expertise extends to handling project cargo, whether
your endeavor involves constructing manufacturing
plants, mining operations, or community development.
RML is your dedicated ally in achieving success. With a
track record of tackling intricate logistical challenges, we
possess the experience and capabilities necessary to
meet your project's unique demands.

BULK/BREAK BULK



RML's exceptional network positions us to execute pick-up
and delivery services from even the most remote and
challenging locations across the globe. 

Our extensive logistics expertise extends beyond borders,
enabling us to collect cargo from any location in Pakistan,
ensuring prompt and secure transportation to your chosen
port. Once your cargo reaches the port, our versatile
transport solutions ensure a smooth journey to your desired
destination, be it within Pakistan or globally. 

We take pride in our role as a pivotal connector of Central
Asian countries through the utilization of TIR Carnets. Our
commitment to facilitating seamless cross-border trade
has allowed us to establish a robust network that spans the
Central Asian region.

DOOR TO DOOR



We specialize in providing comprehensive consolidation
services, catering to a global clientele. Our extensive
experience and adaptability  enable us to offer top-notch
consolidation services to our valued clients, encompassing
both import and export operations.

Our commitment to excellence extends across every facet
of the consolidation process, including customer services,
port operations, and sales. With a global reach and a
proven track record, we are dedicated to optimizing your
logistics, ensuring cost-effective and efficient transportation
solutions for your cargo needs. Trust us to be your
consolidation partner, streamlining your supply chain and
facilitating your international trade.

CONSOLIDATION



At Ravian Maritime (Pvt) Ltd, our diverse portfolio encompasses
both bonded and non-bonded warehouses strategically
located in close proximity to ports, ensuring seamless cargo
transfer to vessels. We take great pride in offering a
comprehensive array of services, including international
consolidation, effectively serving multi-country operations.

Whether you require consolidation services for your local or
global supply chain, our warehouses are well-equipped to
efficiently manage and streamline your goods, delivering
smooth and cost-effective shipping solutions. Our unwavering
commitment to excellence ensures we provide you with
dependable warehousing options that significantly contribute
to your business's success and enhance supply chain
optimization.

WAREHOUSING



021-32401158-63

info@rmaritime.com

www.rmaritime.com

Suite # 902, 9th Floor Business Plaza, Mumtaz
Hasan Road, OFF I.I. Chundrigar Road Karachi
-74000 Pakistan.

STAY CONNECTED

https://rmaritime.com/

